1.
Problem introduction where Ykh E JR P, u ij E lR m, FIn E JR pxm for p Ell', mEN fixed.
If FIn == 0 when I < 0 or n < 0, the system is said to be causal.
Next we introduce some notation.
(1.2) JR [s,z] denotes the set of polynomials 1.n the variables sand z with real coefficients.
(1.3) JRPxm [s,z] denotes the set of pxm matrices with entries in JR[s,zJ.
(1.4) JR (s, z) denotes the set of rational functions in sand z.
(1.5) lRPxm(s,z) denotes the set of pxm matrices with entries in JR(s,z). 
PI PI
Let T E:R s, z , T can be written in the form Consider the formal power series representation of T(s,z)
Now define an I/O system by taking Fkh = Lkh ~n (1.1) for all k,h.
Then we have:
(1.9) T(s,z) is proper iff the associated I/O system is causal.
In the next we are going to construct a state space realization of a proper T(s,z), which is an undefined object up to now.
For that purpose we need same theorems on linear systems over a commutative ring, as can be found in [5J, [6J, [7] , [8] .
2.
Linear systems over commutative rings Let R be a commutative ring.
Definition
(2.1) A system r is (A,B,C,D) where A E Rnxn, B E R nxm , C E RPxn, D E R Pxm for some integers n,m,p. n is called the rank of the system.
If m = p = I we call the system scalar.
We will use an interpretation in terms of discrete-time dynamics.
Usually ~ E R n will be called the state, ~ E R m is called the input and Yk E R P is called the output. In the case R is field another necessary and sufficient condition is:
has finite rank
The smallest integer n such that all minors of order greater than n are zero will be called the rank of the Hankel matrix.
The definitions of reachability and observability are the same as in the case where R is a field.
We have:
A realization is reachable iff the columns of B, AB, This theorem is proved by introducing the quotient field K of R and then proving that there is a minimal realization over K which is in fact a realization over the P.I.D. R.
(2.10)
The ring which will be of central importance here is the ring of proper rational functions in one variable s.
This ring is actually a P.I.D. as can easily be proved [5] . functions in s.
To obtain a minimal realization of W(z) we apply theoretn (2.9) to the I/O map f~ characterised by (FO,F I , ••• ), the P.I.D. being Rg which gives us matrices:
all of whose entries are elements of R ,with dimensions p x m, g p x n, n x n, n x m.
The dynamical interpretation is given by the following equations:
where ~(s) is a formal power series for each
1c ( and analogously for D(s), C(s) and B(s). The matrix S(s) (3.2) can of course be given an analogous dynamical interpretation. In (3.5) ~h. ~h, c kh ' ~h' b kh are local state variables Furthermore we have: With notation as in [3J the model considered there is:
-9 -We now have:
Theorem
.7) The model ~n (3.6) can be written in the form (3.2) and (3.5).
The corresponding matrices are: Starting with a transfer matrix our procedure will give dynamical equations of relatively small order.
The procedure of [4J for scalar transfer functions to obtain a Givone-Roesser model will usually result in large matrices.
Our second level realization gives more matrices but they are "smaller", The system (1.1) is said to be BIBO (bounded input-bounded output)
where II II denotes the Euclidean norm.
The I/O system is BIBO stable iff E IIFkhll < <:X> for a proof see [ISJ. k,h=O Theorem (Shanks) .
2) The I/O system is BIBO stable if q(s,z) # 0 for lzl ~ 1, lsi ~ 1. .
(4.5) Let R be a P.I.D., A E R nxn , B E R nxm and A,B reachable. mXn Then for every p}"'P n E R there exists K E R such that det[zI-A+BKJ = (z-P 1 )(z-P 2)"'(z-P n ).
Feedback, pole-placement and stabilization
Consider now a proper transfermatrix T(s,z) E RPxm(s,z). 
By theorem (4.5) there exists K(s) E R m n such that:
We can thus stabilize the 2-D system by a feedback law.
We can even take PI'"P n to be constants which is very remarkable.
K(s) can be given a dynamical interpretation by realizing the ]-D transfer matrix K(s) as follows:
lk,h+ 1 ::: KA lkh + KB x kh with appropriate dimensions and zero initial condition. mxn KA is stable because K(s) E R •
IJ
We will now consider more closely the reachability condition which is restrictive for applying the above procedure. Then we have [10J that:
The greatest cammon divisor of all n x n minors of ( This theorem can be proved in the same way as theorem (5.2) by using the ring
There is still another characterization of the reachability of A(s), B(s).
In which proves the theorem. 
